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1. Testing the E-health 
Patform Telemedico.io 
Creating the account and booking the appointment 
was easy and very fast. The service proposition is very 
clear. The web UI is very simple and mostly intuitive to 
navigate through. Even in this pilot form, the 
experience is much better than in A&E in London. 

The service is underdeveloped and thus it limits the 
doctors as well as patients. The website contains small 
UI mistakes and the content is not translated at all. 
The AI to improve diagnosis assessment is missing in 
this version. The patients need to be better informed 
about the service journey. It is not intuitive 
everywhere.
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Before the appointment

Creating 
Account

Payment Reminders
Booking 

Appointment

SMS II.

Very clear service 
proposition

Payments only in PLN, 
Looping between
the summary and 
anamnesis, copyright

Always good
to remind 
appointments

The process is 
super fast and I am 
informed very well 

Copyright
Copyright

EMAIL

Website Website Website

11:01

Copyright

SMS I.

EMAIL



I do not know clearly what to 
do. Should I expect the video 
call or should I call first? The 
doctor do not start charring 
with me in order to inform he 
how to start. A guidance is 
missing.

It is me who have to start the 
conversation. Missing an 
introduction to the platform 
or appointment.

‘’Rather call me in the 
future because my 
computer has 
technical issues.’’

Waiting for a reply from 
the doctor via chat did 
not take so long.

Good questions. Perfect

Technical problems 
with the sound, I have 
to help the doctor to 
set it up.

The chat is used very 
well by the doctor.

Lack of awareness 
about the platform 
features.

11.30
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Entering the 
conversation

Start of the 
video-call

Triage Assessment Prescription End 
Missing an 

anamnestic 
questionnaire
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Video Call Video Call Video Call Chat

Doctor
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Doctor DoctorDoctor Doctor

Website Website

Doctor Doctor

The Appointment



Website

I have received very 
clear and helpful 
record.

Email

Next appointment was 
recommended in the 
next ten days. The doctor  
is building a relationship 
with me via the platform.
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Issued Recommendation Assessment of the Doctor Performance Next appointment 

12:17

Doctor

Language
Issues

Website
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2. Albert's digital 
loyalty program
Year: 2019/2020
Client: Albert
Industry: Retailing
Context: Creative Dock
My role: User experience researcher, UX/UI Design

ABOUT THE APP 
The only app that helps you step-by-step with entire transition to better 
eating. It means not only initial inspiration, advice or smart planning, but 
also availability, curation and smart shopping of food in my store. For all 
families and urban consumers who believes that food matters during a 
movement to better eating.



Enjoy

Buy

Shop

Plan

Save money Save time Eat Better

Digital leaflet

Ingredients 
of the week

Smart recipes

Digital 
shopping list

Magazine

Smart recipes & Tips and tricks

Features sorted horizontally  by customer needs and vertically by user journey 

The task was to 
create from this:



...this:



What architecture suits 
the app the best?

My  task:  to define, and design a digital  app for Albert's loyalty program. 
The problem: the research synthesis was missing

When I joined the team, the majority of user research was done. The product lead overloaded me by 
hundreds of documents and presentations related to their research. The user needs were defined, 
tested, the key features were proposed. 

The first what pop up in my mind, some synthesis of the research was needed! That is the only way 
how I could get from the massive amount of information with a clear mobile app. This was a great 
opportunity to apply service design process to the product development. 



The Design Sprint

I conducted a four weeks long design sprint with these goals:

● ABC Testing of UX models defined
● to define a HOOK of the product
● To test and iterate loyalty program rules

 

Explore problems Define solutions Shortlist solutions Test solutions Decide on final form

13th August: 
the sprint kickoff

13th August: 
design personas

15th August: 
design workshop

19th August: 
Launch online panel on HOOK

21th August: 
Workshop on features

21th August: 
Focus group

26th August: 
Design ideation with 

the team a

3Oth August: 
User testing I.

5th September: 
Presentation to the client

12th September: 
User testing II.

14h September: 
the Final Presentation to the 

client 



People will prefer multiple hooks and 
customisation of the features for their 
own purpose.

Experiment Loop proved that building the UX model 
around the hook rather then widgets or a chatbot 
will be more attractive for users.

Leap of Faith Assumption
This is accepted as true without evidence. This 
is the most critical assumption we are making 
about he app at this time.

Users will not agree on a same order of information. 
They will naturally design different apps with 

different purposes which are prefered by them. 

Hypothesis

Focus Group, card sorting
Experiment

Will the users make a compromise and agree on 
one function of the app?

Target Metric

The users created three different architectures of the app 
with three different purposes. They do not agree on a 

chatbot. 

Actual results

There is too much features and it makes its interpretation 
difficult.

The differences are so big, that it would be not cost 
effective to design customised widgets UX model.

New Insights

To design the app around a hook which resonates the 
most in our target group. Make a final decision after an 
online panel testing the hook.

Decision



More projects: https://www.radimpekarek.com/eatopia

https://www.radimpekarek.com/eatopia


https://www.radimpekarek.com/loop

More projects: https://www.radimpekarek.com/loop

https://www.radimpekarek.com/loop
https://www.radimpekarek.com/loop

